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Abstract:
The energy of data (E) is the value of a function of distances/dissimilarities between data.
The name energy derives from Newton's gravitational potential energy which is also a
function of distances between physical objects. One of the advantages of working with
energy functions is that even if the observations/data are complex objects, like graphs or
patters, we can use their real valued distances for inference. The direct connection between
energy and mind/observations/data is a counterpart of Einstein’s E=mc². Quantifying
knowledge i.e. mapping the mind (via computational neuroscience or via psychometrics) is
the road to immortality (kind of: knowledge can be mapped, soul cannot). We introduce a
metric (a distance) D between data such that for the energy (E) in our mind Е = FD² where
F is a force. This can be applied for testing equality of distributions, clustering and measuring
dependence.
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